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A word of welcome

This is the first Dingle Distillery International Film Festival. 

A full programme is laid out like a Swedish smörgåsbord. A feast for both young and old, the programme 
offers something for everybody.

As festival director I hope to raise the audience’s curiosity, just enough to come and see and bring yourself 
to take this little step forward. Discover a whole new world ready for you.

This festival presents no less than 82 films from 23 countries, making it truly an international event. 
Nonetheless, a strong local presence in the programme is motivated by over 30 Irish films. 

This festival is the result of the work of a large number of people, not least the board who has spent the 
last two years religiously preparing. Thanks also to the programming team who reaches all the way to 
Asia, The Gregory Peck Classic Film Society, and finally to our partners without whom this event never 
could have been possible: Dingle Distillery who generously support us and sponsor a considerable 
cash prize for a young future talent; Also, to our sponsors at the Dingle Skellig Hotel, Kerry College, 
our founding members, Ealaín Na Gaeltachta, Kerry County Council, The Ireland Funds and the many 
individuals who contributed generously.

As Rick in Casablanca walks out with Captain Renault saying: I think this is the beginning of a beautiful 
friendship… 

The doors to the venues are open for all!

Thom Palmen
Festival Director
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   THE FESTIVAL BOARD

Ros Hubbard
Ros was born in Ranelagh, Dublin and now lives in Dingle. Ros is a casting director, alongside her husband 
John Hubbard founded and has run Hubbard Casting since 1976. She is known for her work on, Lara Croft: 
Tomb Raider, The Mummy, Enemy at the Gates, Lord of the Rings, The Hobbit and many other films. 

Ciara McKenna
Ciara was born and raised in Dingle and works in set decoration both nationally and internationally. She is 
known most recently for her work on The Last Duel, Damsel and Penny Dreadful.

Brenda Ní Shúilleabháin
Brenda was born and raised in Ventry and is a Local writer, 
filmmaker and public speaker. Brenda has directed numerous 
documentaries including Submarines and Decent Men, 
Men of Ventry, Bibeanna Mheiriceá and Bibeanna.

John Benny 
Moriarty
Local Publican, teacher 
and musician with 
a fondness for 
The Arts.

Brian de Staic
Local businessman from the Dingle community 
& designer of festival awards, Brian is also 
President of Cumann Rotary An Daingin. 

David Garner
Is the co-founder of the festival and 
Company Secretary, living and 
working locally.

Mark Mc Loughlin
is an award-winning documentary film director. He has produced and directed TV and feature 
documentary film projects since the inception of Bang Bang Teo in 2008. Prior to this his art films 
and installations were exhibited widely around the world.
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Thom Palmen
Director 

Thom Palmen is one of the founders of the Umeå International Film Festival 
in Umeå Sweden in 1986. Artistic Director from 1996 until 2007, has served 
as a jury member to numerous film Festivals, notably in Berlin, Sofia, 
Regensburg, Cottbus, Aix-en-Provence, Indie-Lisboa, Poznan, Bratislava, 
Hamburg, Setubal, Cork, Kinochock (Anapa), Tampere, Puchon (Korea), 
FESPACO (Burkina Faso), 2Annas, Riga, Vision Youth Award (Beijing) and 
many more.

Ivana Petrikova
Programmer

Born in Prešov, Czechoslovakia (modern day Slovakia) in 1975. In 2001 she graduated 
with a Masters degree in Film Studies from the Academy of Performing Arts, Film 
and TV Faculty, in Bratislava, Slovakia. With more than 20 years of experience, she 
has worked for several international film festivals (Slovakia, Sweden, Indonesia) at 
various positions, but has also been in charge of production at different cultural 
events in Slovakia.

Kiki Fung
Programmer

Kiki Fung is Programme Consultant for Hong Kong International Film 
Festival, Advisor for The Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts’s School 
of Film & Television, and a contributor for Undine Far East Film Festival. She 
was former Head Programmer for Australia’s Brisbane International Film 
Festival and Brisbane Asia Pacific Film Festival, and has guest-curated for 
the Brisbane Festival and Sydney’s Museum of Contemporary Art.

      THE FESTIVAL TEAM   

Other members of the Festival Team

Tríona Duignan - Box Office
Áine Ní Chíobháin - Box Office
Lindsey Holmes - PR

Cathal Cudden - Graphic & Web Design
Amanda Stavrovska - Social Media
Max Gay - Technical Advisor

Sabrina Carroll
Producer

Sabrina is a Lispole native who has recently returned to the area. Sabrina 
studied Business in the University of Limerick and has worked on global 
scale order to cash transformation and integration projects, mainly in the 
pharmaceutical industry. Sabrina has spent time in Australia and more 
recently London where she lived for almost 9 years. 
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   THE FESTIVAL FOUNDERS

These are the names of the people making 

history. Like the pioneers they came first. 

They believed this project could launch 

from the very beginning. A big thanks 

to you all who made this festival possible.

Brenda Ní Shúilleabháin 

Brian De Staic

Ciaran Crowe 

Declan Noonan, Declan Noonan & Associates 

Dingle Bay Hotel & Paudie’s Bar 

Frank O’Connor, Solicitor 

Gavin O’Grady, The Boatyard Restaurant & Bar

Gráinne Kavanagh, The Coachhouse

Greenmount House

Jerry O’Sullivan, Net Feasa 

John Benny Moriarty’s Pub & Restaurant

Lily and Camilla, Eat Dingle

Mark Mc Loughlin

Mimi Pike

Niamh Ní Bhaoil, Aniar TV 

Orla Gowen, Bácús Bakery 

Patrick & Steve, Milltown House 

Paul Geaney, Geaneys Pub

Paul Quinn, Quinn’s Pub 

Robert Brosnan 

Ros Hubbard, Hubbard Casting 

Sarah Glaser 

Seán Ó Cúaláin, Aniar TV 

Sean O’Sullivan Accountant 

Thomas Fitzgerald, P&T Fitzgerald Hardware 

Tom and Colleen, Grace Herlihy 

Tor Cottom 

Peter McKay & Sheila O’Reilly
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Time An Díseart

The Chapel Top Floor Nano Nagle Fresco Room

4pm Girl Picture 100’ 
(E) 111 P.13

Short Zone
Nat Comp 3 121

Cool Abdoul
100’ (E) P.14 131

The Rocking Baritone
84’ (E) P.21 141

6pm Klondike 100’ 
(E) 112 P.12

Short Zone
I.C. 1 122

Go for Sisters
123’ 132 P.42

Little Palestine
89’ (E) 142 P.24

8pm
Opening Film
Run Uje Run 

78’ (E) 113 P.11

Short Zone
I.C. 2 123

10pm Freaks Out 141’ 
(E) 114 P.18

Short Zone
I.C. 5 124

 Run Uje Run 78’ 
(E) 133 P.11

Daughters 77’ 
(E) 143 P.24

12 noon Amigo 124’ 211 P.41

2pm Beyond the White 
90’ (E) 212 P.12

Short Zone
I.C. 3 221

Girl Picture
100’ (E) 233 P.13

The Laughing Boy
91’ (E) 241 P.23

4pm Brian & Charles 
90’ 213 P.15

Short Zone
I.C. 4 222

Freaks Out 141’ 
(E) 234 P.18

Retour à Reimes 
83’(E) 242 P.22

5pm The Filmmakers Get-Together 

6pm One Mile Down 
70’ 214 P.21

Short Zone
Nat Comp 1 223

Tailor 95’ (E) 
231 P.11 

Poet 105’ 
(E) 243 P.17

8pm See How They Run 
98’ 215 P.17

Short Zone
I.C. 2 224

Pure Grit
88’ 235 P.26

Delle 78’ 
(E) 244 P.23

10pm Zalava 93’ 
(E) 216 P.12

Somewhere Over 
the Chemtrails
85’ (E) 225 P.14

Róise & Frank 
90’ 236 P.17

The Rocking Baritone
84’ (E) P.21 245
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2pm Oink 70’ (E) 311 P.40
Family Film

Short Zone
I.C. 5 321

Zalava 93’ 
(E) 344 P.12

3pm Film Quiz - Do you 
know cinema? 341

4pm
The Secret of Roan Inish

103’ 312 P.41
Family Film

Short Zone
Nat Comp 2 322

Terra Femme
62’ 332 P.22

Short Zone
I.C. 4 342

6pm
Closing & Award 

Ceremony 
Foscadh 93’ (E) 313 P.16 

Short Zone
I.C. 3 323

Delle 78’ 
(E) 333 P.23

Somewhere Over
the Chemtrails
85’ (E) 343 P.14

8pm Grandmother 
94’ 314 P.19

Short Zone
I.C. 1 324

Fathers 81’ 
(E) 334 P.18

Tailor 95’
(E) 345 P.11

10pm The Emigrants 148’ 
(E) 315 P.13
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(E): English Subtitles         I.C.: International Competition         000: Screening Number
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9.45am Masters Talk: John Sayles 
& Maggie Renzi 262 P.43

10am Masters Talk: 
Owen McPolin 261

2pm

Masters Workshop:
Nuts & Bolts 263 P.43 

Masters Workshop: 
Owen McPolin 264 P.44

3pm An Cailín Ciúin 94’ 
(E) 251 P.16

6pm
Short Zone
Nat Comp 2 

271
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Time Blasket Centre Dingle Skellig Hotel John Benny’s Dingle Distillery

Skellig Suite @Green Room

3pm Tarrac 96’
(E) 151 P.15

6pm
Short Zone
Nat Comp 1 
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10am Masters Talk & Workshop:
Eugene McCrystal 361 P.44

1pm Dingle Distillery
Panel Discussion

2pm Masters Talk & Workshop:
Andy Clark 362 P.45

3pm
The Man with the 

Moving House 
60’ 351 P.26

6pm
Short Zone
Nat Comp 3

371
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• Single Tickets: €9

• Single Tickets for Short Zone: €7

• Festival Pass: €75 (for all screenings)

• Children/Family Films Single Ticket: €5

• Family Price (up to 4 persons): €15

TICKETS

• John Benny’s@Green Room Single Ticket: €7
  - with cocktail or 2 beers: €17

• Master Talks & Workshop prices: see pages 43-45

• Buses to the Blasket Centre leave Dingle
  (behind SuperValu) at 2pm - a return ticket costs €5
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   FEATURE FILM JURY

Roberta Ciabarra
Film Curator

Film Curator Roberta Ciabarra is a founding member of the Film Programs team 
at ACMI (the Australian Centre for the Moving Image), established in Melbourne in 
2002. In her two decades with the department of film at ACMI she programmed 
and curated a wide range of film strands and seasons. 
 Prior to joining the State Film Centre of Victoria in 1992, Roberta worked 
briefly as a publicist for NewVision Films, held positions in Cinemedia’s Industry 
Development & Investment, Screen Culture and Documentary units. 
 She knows her Bertolucci from her Bellocchio – and is an ardent fan of both.

Bruno Ascuks
Film critic and theorist, producer and filmmaker

Started as a cinema projectionist, then worked with film amateurs. After studies 
at the Institute of Culture in St.Petersburg began to work with film art on the 
professional level: at first was more interested in the history and theory of the 
film as a researcher of the Latvian Academy of Science, Institute of Literature and 
Art, then was a head of the Film and Drama faculty in the Latvian Academy of 
Culture. Later became a managing director of the National Film Centre of Latvia. 
Since 2004 working as a film producer in the film studio Centrums, also shooting, 
editing and creating films.

Philip King

Philip King is a curator and producer of bespoke cultural events, film director, 
writer, musician, broadcaster, commentator and contributor to national and 
international forums on the role and contribution of culture and arts in a world 
where we are more connected and more isolated than ever before.
 A long time resident of Corca Dhuibhne. A man immersed in the visual and 
aural arts, Other Voices, The South Wind Blows, Bringing it all Back Home, and 
a Scullion band member.
  We are very proud to have him as a member of our international feature  
film jury.

These are the people who will decide the best film of the festival.
The prize will be The Dovinia Trophy.



      FEATURE ZONE / ZÓN NA BHFADSCANNÁN

An autobiographical pop music drama comedy about how life takes turns you couldn’t fantasise about 
when you get a disease diagnosis. About what you have to catch up with before you die. And what you 
don’t have to do. And about the very ordinary, dreary but also lovely everyday. “Amazing to see how the 
director gets away with making such a lightweight comedy on a serious topic.”

Director’s Comment:
“We all struggle to try to get our lives together. Try to have our dreams, hopes and plans in sync with our 
truth and everyday life. Trying to get the map and reality to match. And most of the time it is actually 
harder to draw a map than to change its reality. It is difficult. Not to say impossible. But you can’t help 
but be drawn to people who try.

Run, Uje, Run
Spring, Uje, Spring

Henrik Schyffert • Sweden • 2021 • 78 mins
With English subtitles

Nov/Samhain 11, An Díseart, 8pm • 113
Nov/Samhain 11, An Díseart, 10pm • 133
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 Opening Film – Out of Competition

Nikos lives in the attic of the family’s tailor shop. When the bank threatens to repossess the shop and his 
father falls ill, Nikos takes action: with a wondrously strange tailor shop on wheels, he reinvents himself 
while bringing style and confidence to the women of Athens.

Director’s Note
A general theme in all my films is outcasts. I am deeply intrigued by characters who are considered losers 
from both society and from their families; by those who suffer a great loss but finally manage to break 
free and survive amidst a personal and social crisis. Thus arose the story of Tailor: a contemporary allegory 
of an everyman who must battle seemingly insurmountable odds. Tailor is a dramedy: a personal tale 
with humour and courage.

Tailor
Raftis

Sonia Liza Kenterman • Greece • 2021 • 95 mins
With English subtitles

Nov/Samhain 12, An Díseart, 6pm • 231
Nov/Samhain 13, An Díseart, 8pm • 345

 International Competition



  International Competition  International Competition   FEATURE ZONE / ZÓN NA BHFADSCANNÁN

In a village named Zalava in the northwestern section of Iran, the people are terrified of an ancient demon 
that they have devoted their lives to keeping at bay. They perform ceremonies, including bloodletting, 
and call for the expertise of a shaman, who uses a jar to contain the demon. A visiting Gendarmerie 
thinks it’s all nonsense. His belief is that somebody is profiting off the fear of the villagers. He might be 
right. He might be wrong.

Set in 1978, shortly before the Iranian revolution the film embeds cultural folklore within modern horror 
devices. It’s a story of the complexities of belief as much as it is a traditional tale of possession. Director 
Arsalan Amiri’s visual sense, along with a surprising streak of dark humour, keeps it humming from first 
frame to last.

Zalava

Arsalan Amiri • Iran • 2021 • 93 mins
With English subtitles

Nov/Samhain 12, An Díseart, 10pm • 216
Nov/Samhain 13, An Díseart, 2pm • 344

July 2014. Expectant parents Irka and Tolik live in the Donetsk region of eastern Ukraine near the Russian 
border, disputed territory in the early days of the Donbas war. Their nervous anticipation of their first child’s 
birth is violently disrupted by the nearby crash of flight MH17 elevating the tension enveloping in their 
village. The looming wreckage of the downed airliner and an incoming parade of mourners emphasise 
the surreal trauma of the moment.

As well as being brutal and unforgettable, it is also a poetic and imaginative film. Klondike was awarded 
the Best Direction during this years’ Sundance Film Festival.

Klondike
Maryna Er Gorbach • Ukraine • 2022 • 100 mins
With English subtitles

Nov/Samhain 11, An Díseart, 6pm • 112
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      FEATURE ZONE / ZÓN NA BHFADSCANNÁN  International Competition  International Competition

Best friends Mimmi and Rönkkö have each other’s backs, always. They want to live adventurous lives, 
loaded with experiences and passion. Emma, on the contrary, has given her whole life to figure skating. 
Nothing gets between her and success. But when the girls meet, life opens new paths, and they all rocket 
in new directions. While Mimmi and Emma experience the earth moving effects of first love, Rönkkö is 
on a quest to find pleasure. Three Fridays is all it takes to turn their worlds upside down.

Alli Haapasalo is a Finnish director and screenwriter. She studied at New York University’s famed film 
school Tisch School of the Arts. She has won several awards in the United States and was nominated 
for Prix Europa in 2012.

Girl Picture
Tytöt Tytöt Tytöt

Alli Haapasalo • Finland • 2022 • 100 mins
With English subtitles

Nov/Samhain 11, An Díseart, 4pm • 111
Nov/Samhain 12, An Díseart, 2pm • 233
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The Emigrants
Utvandrarna

Erik Poppe • Sweden • 2021 • 148 mins
With English subtitles

Nov/Samhain 13, An Díseart, 10pm • 315

The Emigrants is the story of Kristina Nilsson, a mother who leaves a poverty-stricken Sweden with her 
family in the 1850s and sets out on a long, dangerous journey, hoping to find a better life for herself and 
her children in America. The film is based on Vilhelm Moberg’s much loved suite of novels The Emigrants, 
and the story is now being told on film for the first time from Kristina’s perspective.

Not unlike the situation in Ireland during the years of famine, Swedish immigrants set sail in hopes for 
a better life on the other side.



  International competition  International Competition   FEATURE ZONE / ZÓN NA BHFADSCANNÁN   International Competition   FEATURE ZONE / ZÓN NA BHFADSCANNÁN

Cool Abdoul
Jonas Baeckeland • Belgium • 2021 • 100 mins
With English subtitles

Nov/Samhain 11, An Díseart, 4pm • 131

14

Standa and Bronya are volunteer firefighters in a small village. While the clumsy Standa is looking forward 
to the birth of his son, his older friend Bronya is no longer enjoying life because his wife has recently 
passed away. Things begin to change when a van crashes into a crowd of people during the Easter Fair. 
Before anyone notices, the driver slips away from the crash site. People believe it is a terrorist attack and 
the festive mood is replaced by an atmosphere of fear.

Bronya, who is convinced it is terrorism, is trying to do something to improve the situation. The sense of 
danger pumps new blood into his veins, and the fire brigade becomes a militia.

An homage to the Czechoslovakian new film cinema and in particular to the works by Jiri Menzel and 
the early Milos Forman.

Somewhere Over
the Chemtrails
Kdyby radši hořelo

Adam Koloman Rybanský • Czech Republic 
2022 • 85 mins With English subtitles

Nov/Samhain 12, An Díseart, 10pm • 225 
Nov/Samhain 13, An Díseart, 6pm • 343

Ismail Abdoul is a talented young boxer on the rise, ready to make it to the top. For now however he is 
making a decent living as a bouncer. But when the opportunity for more money and power arises, he 
seizes it. In no time, he and his men control all the club doors in the city, including the drug traffic behind 
them. Abdoul becomes a living legend, both in the ring and out of it. 

An astonishing first film by director Jonas Baeckeland. 



Shot partially in Dingle you could say this is the ultimate film to be screened at the festival.

The festival are proud to present Tarrac, an intimate character drama set in the Kerry Gaeltacht. Aoife 
Ní Bhraoin returns home to help her father, Breandán ‘The Bear’ Ó Braoin, recover from a heart attack. 
Day to day they get along just fine. As we dig a little deeper we find that there is so much that has been 
left unsaid about the loss of Aoife’s mother. Directed by Declan Recks, written by Eugene O’Brien and 
produced by Clíona Ní Bhuachalla. Cast includes Kelly Gough, Lorcan Cranitch, Kate Nic Chonaonaigh, 
Kate Finegan, Rachel Feeney & Cillian Ó Gairbhí.

Tarrac
Declan Recks • Ireland • 2022 • 96 mins
With English subtitles

Nov/Samhain 11, Blasket Centre, 3pm • 151

      FEATURE ZONE / ZÓN NA BHFADSCANNÁN International Competition
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After a particularly harsh winter Brian goes into a deep depression; completely isolated and with no one 
to talk to, Brian does what any sane person would do when faced with such a melancholic situation. 
He builds a robot.

Brian and Charles will definitely end up as one of the most endearing, funniest, feel-good stories of 
the whole year. The filmmakers take the original screenplay and use the extraordinary and amusing 
performances of the actors to bring to life a narrative about true friendship and authentic human 
connections.

Brian & Charles
Jim Archer • UK • 2022 • 90 mins

Nov/Samhain 12, An Díseart, 4pm • 213



When his over-cosseting parents pass away, John Cunliffe, a gormless recluse, is suddenly propelled  
into manhood at the ripe old age of twenty-six. After inheriting mountain land that obstructs a lucrative 
wind-farm development, John is forced to navigate the choppy waters of courtship, trust and vengeance 
for the first time.

Foscadh
Shelter

Seán Bán Breathnach • Ireland • 2021
93 mins
With English subtitles

Nov/Samhain 13, An Díseart, 6pm • 313

  International competition  Out of Competition   FEATURE ZONE / ZÓN NA BHFADSCANNÁN   Out of Competition   FEATURE ZONE / ZÓN NA BHFADSCANNÁN
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Even before its release, Colm Bairéad’s debut feature has (quite rightly) become one of the most lauded 
and garlanded Irish films of recent years. Adapted from Foster, a short story by Claire Keegan, it centres 
on nine-year-old Cáit, a shy and withdrawn child who receives scant attention or affection from a family 
ruled by an uncaring patriarch. When she is sent to spend the summer with her aunt Eibhlín (Carrie 
Crowley) and her husband Seán (Andrew Bennett), she comes out of her shell, blossoming in their care, 
especially when Seán’s initial aloofness fades. At the end of the summer, difficult decisions and realities 
must be faced. 

This is a work of small moments and details, anchored by Catherine Clinch’s remarkable performance as 
the titular quiet girl, that make for a film of pure artistry, as uplifting as it is heartbreaking.

An Cailín Ciúin
The Quiet Girl

Colin Bairead • Ireland • 2021 • 94 mins
With English subtitles

Nov/Samhain 12, Blasket Centre, 3pm • 251



London, 1953, and the body of American director, Kopernick, is found on the set of The Mousetrap, a play 
he’d watched just recently and intended to make into a film. Beloved by none of the cast or principle 
crew of a stage production, the loss of Kopernick is not mourned, yet his murderer must be caught. 
Enter Scotland Yard officers Inspector Stoppard (Sam Rockwell) and Constable Stalker (Saoirse Ronan), 
personally tasked by Commissioner Scott to uncover the murderer so that the play may continue. The 
further into the investigation the pair go, the more everyone seems like a suspect, raising frustrations 
(and tension) with each passing moment. Quickly, the question shifts from whether they can catch the 
killer to can they do it before another body drops?

A lovely, mentally uplifting comedy with solid acting recreating early post war London in every detail.

See How They Run
Tom George • USA/UK • 2022 • 98 mins

Nov/Samhain 12, An Díseart, 8pm • 215

      FEATURE ZONE / ZÓN NA BHFADSCANNÁN Out of Competition
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It’s been two years since Róise lost her husband Frank. Isolated in grief she has cut herself off from family 
and community. Then one day the arrival of a mysterious dog, who seems intent on connecting with 
Róise, heralds a huge change, but is it for the better? The dog loves hurling and steaks, has a favourite 
armchair and an aversion to their neighbour, Donncha. Róise quickly comes to the conclusion that this 
dog is her beloved Frank, reincarnated. While her son worries that his mother has lost her mind, the 
local community seem to embrace the idea of Frank’s return, especially as he coaches a shy local kid to 
become a star player and ensure success for the school team. Róise is happy once more but is there a 
real future for her with a dog-husband?

Róise and Frank
Rachael Moriarty & Peter Murphy • Ireland 
2022 • 90 mins

Nov/Samhain 12, An Díseart, 10pm • 236



Freaks Out
Gabriele Mainetti • Italy • 2021 • 141 mins
With English subtitles

Nov/Samhain 11, An Díseart, 10pm • 114
Nov/Samhain 12, An Díseart, 4pm • 234

  International competition  Out of Competition   FEATURE ZONE / ZÓN NA BHFADSCANNÁN   Out of Competition   FEATURE ZONE / ZÓN NA BHFADSCANNÁN
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The story of four friends – Matilde, Cencio, Fulvio and Mario – who are as tight as brothers. It’s 1943: Rome 
is being bombarded, both by the Nazis and the Allies. The four characters work in a circus managed 
by Israel. He is the boss; however, he looks more like a father figure to them all. While looking for an 
escape route to get as far away from the conflict, Israel mysteriously disappears, leaving the four friends 
by themselves, with no perspective. Matilde, Cencio, Fulvio and Maria are suddenly left alone, the circus 
being the only thing they’d had which reminded them of safety and family. With Israel and the circus tent 
gone, they are but freaks, devoid of any life goal and stuck in an Eternal City falling under the bomb blows.

It feels like as if Guillermo del Toro and Dario Argento made a fantasy horror film together. A visual feast 
for the eye. A film about super heroes that will make super hero movies blush.

Didar works for a newspaper and dreams of the old times, especially about his favourite Kazakh poet. 
His meeting with an old friend however is the first of a long range of happenings brining him closer to 
his ideal. At least that’s what it seems like to Didar when he heads for a small town to recite his works.

The laconic protagonist is the filmmaker’s obvious alter ego, whose ironic projections of the future - such 
as the introduction of English as Kazakhstan’s official language - caricature the standardisation trend of 
the international film market. Smug jokes, accompanied by sincere concerns about a language culture 
that threatens to trickle away between Soviet relics and Westernisation, outline the insipid image of  
the time.

Poet
Akyn

Darezhan Omirbayev • Kazakhstan • 2022
105 mins
With English subtitles

Nov/Samhain 12, An Díseart, 6pm • 243



Mani and Sina 19-year-olds have been friends for a long time. Sina has low self-esteem and is mentally 
dependent on Mani. In a car accident, Mani is killed and Sina is severely injured. At first, everyone thinks 
that Mani was behind the wheel because Sina has no license. This incident provides the ground for the 
fathers of these two young men to take a step towards proving their claim, learning more about their 
children and realising their own negligence.

Fathers
Pedaran

Salem Salavati • Iran • 2021 • 81 mins
With English subtitles

Nov/Samhain 13, An Díseart, 8pm • 334

      FEATURE ZONE / ZÓN NA BHFADSCANNÁN Out of Competition

The movie is set in New Zealand. We meet troubled teenager Sam (George Ferrier). Sam has returned from 
boarding school and is struggling to accept the sudden presence of his English alcoholic grandmother, 
Ruth (Charlotte Rampling) in his home. The pair get off to a rough start, however, as time goes on he 
realises they have more in common than he first believed. 

This is a story about life, family and love. Talented newcomer, Sam Ferrier, and screen icon, Charlotte 
Rampling work impressively together to create a credible bond. This is a very touching movie and focusses 
on the hardships of life and the lessons we can learn no matter what age.

Grandmother
Juniper

Matthew J. Saville • New Zealand • 2022
94 mins

Nov/Samhain 13, An Díseart, 8pm • 314
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  In Competition   DOCUMENTARY ZONE / ZÓN NA SCANNÁIN FAISNÉISE   DOCUMENTARY FILM JURY

Renata Lima
Director/Producer

Renata Lima is a Brazilian filmmaker based in Ireland and passionate about 
documentaries and archive materials. Experienced with TV and Film in both 
Brazil and Ireland.  
 She moved to Ireland in 2017 on a scholarship. Has since been involved in 
the local film industry in different ways including the production of two short 
films and multimedia interviews with industry professionals. 
 Worked as team member of IndieCork Film Festival.
 She made her directorial debut in Ireland with ‘Vonnie - Ireland’s Forgotten 
Fashion Icon’, about designer Vonnie Reynolds. awarded by ENGINE Docs  
film scheme. The film also received a Special Jury Mention at Docs Ireland  
2022 festival.

Dr. Ciara Barrett
Film Scholar

Dr. Ciara Barrett was born in the USA and has lived in Ireland since 2005. She 
is a distinguished scholar of film studies, having lectured at several universities 
throughout Ireland and published across a wide range of film and media-related 
topics.
 She currently teaches at Sacred Heart University in Dingle.

Meet our Documentary jury members. They will judge the Documentary films in competition.

The prize will be the Dovinia Plate for the Best Documentary in competition.

Ruán Magan
Director

Born in Dublin in 1968, Ruán is an Irish director, producer, writer and creator 
whose work in drama, documentary, theatre and major stadium events has been 
recognised with over 40 international industry awards and has reached audiences 
of millions around the world.
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Six daredevil motorbike riders and one  fearless driver of an Uaz 4x4 off-road vehicle embark on an epic 
Siberian journey to drive 800km on treacherous ice over Lake Baikal, the deepest lake in the world. At 
stake are the very lives of these intrepid riders, as they traverse this hazardous and severe landscape, in 
their thrilling quest for not one, but two Guinness World Records.

Over these seven days the team experiences severe cold and challenging adventures. They also visit 
some of the most isolated and remote villages in Siberia, while meeting amazing people along the way. 

This film is not only about an extreme motorbike expedition but how a common passion for life and 
adventure can bring together a team of people from all corners of the planet.

One Mile Down: 
Siberian Scramble
Alexander Hick • Ireland • 2022 • 70 mins

Nov/Samhain 12, An Díseart, 6pm • 214

Evgeny Nikitin is a world-renowned bass-baritone who is acclaimed for his Wagnerian roles. In addition, 
he is also a rock musician. Struck by scandal at the height of his artistic career, he strives for achievement 
and redemption, as he pursues his life’s two passions: opera and heavy metal.

Director Bertrand Normand: ”I was inspired by this very unique artist and besides, I thought he would be 
the right character to help make the art of opera more accessible to a wider audience”. 

”I have worked mostly on projects which have been shot or even made completely out of France.  
I collaborate with co-producers, sales agents and distributors abroad thanks to whom my films have a 
higher international scope and more prospects in other countries and worldwide”.

The Rocking Baritone
Bertrand Normand • France • 2022 • 84 mins
With English subtitles

Nov/Samhain 11, An Díseart, 4pm • 141
Nov/Samhain 12, An Díseart, 10pm • 245
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The director dissects the intimate and political history of the French working class by laying bare the social 
inequalities and the violence of exploitation by going back in time from the memory and the everyday 
of a working class family spanning over a long period of time starting in the 1930’s. 

The director cleverly uses archival images, both real and fictional, carefully chosen and smartly positioned.

Retour à Reimes
Jean-Gabriel Périot • France • 2021 • 83 mins
With English subtitles

Nov/Samhain 12, An Díseart, 4pm • 242

Terra Femme is an essay film comprised of amateur travelogues filmed by women in the 1920s-1950s. 
With a score by Sarah Davachi, the film weaves between geographical essay, personal inquiry, and historical 
speculation, examining these films as both private documents and accidental ethnographies. The films 
present a new type of traveler: no longer a male seeker of conquests, she might be a divorcee on a tour 
of biblical gardens, or a widow on a cruise to the North Pole.

Representing the world through women’s eyes, the films raise questions about female representation 
in the archive, the role of amateurism in early non-fiction filmmaking, and the politics of the Western 
gaze. At once a film about longing for past worlds through cinematic excavation, this force flows in both 
directions: as women from the past search for self-making in the act of looking.

Terra Femme
Courtney Stephens • US • 2021 • 62 mins

Nov/Samhain 13, An Díseart, 4pm • 332
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An Buachaill Geal Gáireach/The Laughing Boy  is an Irish song written by a teenage rebel called 
Brendan Behan in memory of another iconic rebel, Michael Collins - the centenary of whose death is 
commemorated this year.

But this song also had an extraordinary and dramatic afterlife as To Gelasto Paidi, the powerful left-wing 
anthem of resistance against the dictatorship that ruled Greece in the late Sixties and early Seventies. 
Translated by the poet Vassilis Rotas, Behan’s words in Greek were set to music by the legendary Mikis 
Theodorakis, the most famous Greek composer of all time. The song remains an enduring and potent 
cultural force in the heart of Greece today. The film takes the poet Theo Dorgan on an odyssey of his own, 
as he discovers the truth of the story behind the song.

The Laughing Boy
An Buachaill 
Gealgháireach

Alan Gilsenan • Ireland • 2022 • 91 mins
With English subtitles

Nov/Samhain 12, An Díseart, 2pm • 241

The incredible story of painter Biruta also called Ruta Delle, a representative of the so-called “uncensored 
generation” in Latvian art. 

After a life full of hardships - the mental illness of her beloved husband and son, the betrayal of her second 
husband - a KGB agent, the murder committed by her son, and the suicide of her son’s father, Ruta all 
the time  stubbornly and persistently has kept on painting. 

Delle is a story of loneliness and inadequacy but also a story of a great talent.

Delle
Andrejs Verhoustinskis • Latvia • 2022 • 78 mins
With English subtitles

Nov/Samhain 12, An Díseart, 8pm • 244 
Nov/Samhain 13, An Díseart, 6pm • 333

  In Competition  In Competition       DOCUMENTARY ZONE / ZÓN NA SCANNÁIN FAISNÉISE
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Sofia, Hedvig and Maja grew up together in the countryside in Southern Sweden with their mom Carolina – 
a radiant personality and a devoted mother.  The day Hedvig turned 10 years old her mother killed herself. 
Left behind were three girls - 8, 10 and 16 years old. Today, they are young adults. They have moved on 
with their lives, but all have struggled in their own ways to cope with their loss. 

Filmmaker Jenifer Malmqvist met the sisters in 2011. She started filming almost immediately and followed 
them during a difficult year in their lives. Now, a decade later, Jenifer reconnects with the girls and tries 
to understand their journey with grief. 

Daughters
Döttrar

Jenifer Malmqvist • Sweden • 2022 • 77 mins
With English subtitles

Nov/Samhain 11, An Díseart, 10pm • 143

The district of Yarmouk (Damascus, Syria) sheltered the biggest Palestinian refugee camp in the world 
from 1957 to 2018. 

When the Syrian revolution broke out, the regime of Bashar Al-Assad saw Yarmouk as a refuge of rebels 
and resistance and set up a siege from 2013 on. Gradually deprived of food, medicine and electricity, 
Yarmouk was cut off from the rest of the world.

Abdallah Al-Khatib was born in Yarmouk and lived there until his expulsion by Daesh in 2015. Between 
2011 and 2015, he and his friends documented the daily life of the besieged inhabitants, who decided 
to face bombing, displacement and hunger with rallying, study, music, love and joy.

Little Palestine
(Diary of a Siege)
Abdallah Al-Khatib • Lebanon/France/Qatar
2021 • 89 mins
With English subtitles

Nov/Samhain 11, An Díseart, 6pm • 142
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Beyond the White
Evgeny Kalachikhin • Germany • 2021
90 mins
With English subtitles

Nov/Samhain 12, An Díseart, 2pm • 212

Three villages combine in one timeless space — somewhere beyond the Arctic Circle. On the Kola peninsula 
in the Russian North, a few dozen people still live in their traditional timber houses surrounded by water, 
forests, and sand. Nature provides for them, mainly the White Sea, but fish population has dwindled 
over the years. Fewer and fewer people want to stay; many move to the city, leaving their homes behind. 
Over time, these houses have turned into spectres from the past, ownerless and lonely ruins. Only young 
children, visiting their grandparents in the summer, breathe new life into this place.

  In Competition  In Competition       DOCUMENTARY ZONE / ZÓN NA SCANNÁIN FAISNÉISE
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Imagine owning land in a community you grew up in, that the local council actively want to re-populate 
but you are not granted planning permission to build a small house – consistent with the traditional 
design of the other houses in your ancestral village. This was the case for respected musician, Gaeilgeoir 
and TV presenter Breanndán Begley from the Dingle Peninsula.

The documentary highlights both Breanndán’s plight and a much broader battle to save the culture, 
music, heritage and language of rural communities both in Ireland and further afield, as their souls are 
decimated due to locals no longer securing planning permission and being priced out of houses that 
are instead snapped up as holiday homes and short term lets.

Present at the screening will be filmmakers Mark Mc Loughlin and Seán Mac an tSíthigh with 
Breanndán Beaglaoích.

The Man with the Moving 
House: The Directors Cut
Mark Mc Loughlin and Seán Mac an tSithigh
Ireland • 2022 • 60:00

Nov/Samhain 13, Blasket Centre, 3pm • 351

In the remote Wyoming wilderness of the Wind River reservation, Sharmaine and her girlfriend Savannah 
begin to build a life for themselves. They hope for better. But the atmosphere at home soon turns toxic 
and the young lovers are forced to leave for the industrial Commerce City, Denver. The city brings freedom 
and opportunity, but also distractions and a strain on their fledgling relationship. When racing season 
starts up, Sharmaine and Savannah hit the road and put it all on the line. With a new horse from her 
city earnings, Sharmaine sees the potential for a fresh start. But life, like the race track, doesn’t always 
go according to plan.

Pure Grit is both a thrilling tale of extreme bareback horse racing, and an intimate love story. Chronicling 
three years in the life of a young Native American bareback horse racer.

Pure Grit
Kim Bartley • Ireland/US • 2022 • 88 mins

Nov/Samhain 12, An Díseart, 8pm • 235

  Out of Competition   DOCUMENTARY ZONE / ZÓN NA SCANNÁIN FAISNÉISE
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  Out of Competition        AWARDS

Dovinia

The Dingle Distillery 
International Film Festival 
is proud to announce the 
launch of the Dovinia, the 
festival’s own Palme D’Or. 
Although the trophy will 
be slightly different for 
the various competitions, 
our jurors will award this 
trophy to all categories.

is the mother goddess from whom the people 
of the Dingle Peninsula – Corca Dhuibhne as 
it is known in Irish – descended. She was 
the ancestress, the protectress, the guardian 
goddess. However Christianity wrote her out 
of history. 

May her protection extend to all winners of 
this prize and indeed to all of us at the festival.

The trophy is designed by Irish leading silver
smith Brian de Staic. 
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   JURY MEMBERS SHORT FILM COMPETITION

Ailbhe Keogan
Scriptwriter

Ailbhe’s first feature film, Run & Jump, was selected as part of the Berlin Talent 
Campus Script Station and the Sundance Institute’s Lab. Directed by Oscar-
nominated Steph Green, it premiered at Tribeca in 2012 and the script went on 
to win numerous awards.
 Her second feature, Joyride, was released in 2022, directed by Emmy award-
winning Emer Reynolds.
 Her third feature, Sunlight, is part of Screen Ireland’s POV scheme and will be 
released in 2022. Produced by Blinder Films and Roisin Geraghty of Little Rose films, 
it is directed by award-winning Claire Dix and stars Barry Ward and Liam Carney. 

Mick Hannigan
Co-director of Indie Cork, Ireland 

Mick has a long involvement in cinema exhibition in Ireland. He established the 
Triskel Film Club in 1986 and for many years was Festival Director of the Cork 
International Film Festival. He was Founding Cinemas Director of the Irish Film 
Institute and then went on to open the Kino Cinema in Cork which for 13 years 
screened arthouse films. He is currently co-director, and founder, of the Indie 
Cork Film Festival.
 In recent years he co-founded the Green Ray Film Agency to promote Irish short 
films to International festivals. Mick is a short film expert and has served on the 
juries of many International festivals. In 2005 he organised the first International 
Short Film Symposium. 

Jukka-Pekka Laakso
Festival Director of Tampere Short Film Festival, Finland 

Festival director of Tampere Film Festival since 2002. As a festival director he shares 
the responsibility of strategic planning and programming with a co-director. He 
has been a member of more than 60 juries in film festivals.
 Acting as the executive director for the local film centre, a non-profit 
organisation that runs an art-house cinema, he distributes films in Finland  and 
works extensively with media education.  
 Jukka-Pekka Laakso is a member of the European Film Academy.

Meet our jury members. They will judge the short films in both the National and International 
Competitions. 

The prizes will be:
• A trophy for the best film in the National Competition.
• A trophy for the best film in the International Competition including the Dingle Distillery cash   
  prize of €5,000



No Regret

Zanete Skarule
Latvia • 2022 • 8 mins
Fiction

Two old women look back upon their lives.  
A funny and almost surrealistic story.

Trap

Anastasia Weber
Russia • 2022 • 20 mins 
Fiction

Long parties, craving excess and letting 
themselves go. Marina knows her brother Sasha 
will save her. He spends his days training with 
the Olympic squad and is trying to steal his 
teammate’s girlfriend. The lives of young adults in 
Russia caught between drill and ecstasy, police 
checks and the desire to be there for each other.

     SHORTS ZONE /   ZÓN NA NGEARRSCANNÁN

My Mother’s 
Girlfriend

Arun Fulara • India 
2021 • 14:59 mins
Fiction

Renuka and Sadiya, two mature working 
class women in love with each other, are out 
celebrating Renuka’s birthday. Unknown to them, 
Renuka’s son, Mangesh, is around. My Mother’s 
Girlfriend is the story of these two relationships 
colliding.

A Lucid Dream

Li Yue • China • 2022 
29:56 mins • Fiction

Memory eats into his dream. With the 
disappearance of that batch of wood which 
comes from the Southwest border, Li Guang, who 
is at the age of knowing destiny, realizes that 
this bizarre and motley reality is only built of the 
extension of memories.

ADVERT
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An Encounter

Kelly Campbell
Ireland • 2021
19:59 mins • Fiction

Freely adapted from the James Joyce short story, 
An Encounter follows Stephen and Jay, (13),  
as they take a day mitching from School. 
As they lay hidden in the grass, a strange man 
approaches. What unfolds with this man  
terrifies Stephen and will never be erased  
from his memory.

The Silent
Echo

Suman Sen
India (Nepal) 
2021 • 16:25 mins • Fiction

Four teenagers, from a remote mountain village, 
spend their days in an abandoned bus on a 
ridge, playing music. When a band competition 
is organized in a neighboring town, they gather 
money and courage to be part of it.

The Nipple 
Whisperer

Jan van Dyck
Belgium • 2021
15 mins • Fiction

Maurice Sanders has a gift. He’s a nipple whisperer. 
Once he was known as “Magic Sandy”. But that 
was years ago, before Doris, a famous model and 
Sander’s muse, fell ill. Now, after more than a 
decade, Doris wants to meet Maurice again.

The Trip
Reisas

Rimantas Oičenka
Lithuania • 2022
25 mins • Doc

Soviet Lithuania, 1975. Against the backdrop of 
an industrial fishing boat, fishermen kiss their 
wives goodbye. They are going off to sea to catch 
fish on the faraway Atlantic. Even though so far 
away from the Iron Curtain, its shadow follows 
the men.

Nov/Samhain 11, An Díseart, 8pm • 123   |   Nov/Samhain 12, An Díseart, 8pm • 224
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Techno, Mama

Saulius Baradinskas
Lithuania • 2021
18 mins • Fiction

Nikita loves listening to techno music and 
dreams of going to Berlin and visiting the famous 
club ‘Berghain’. His mother Irena doesn’t know 
about her son’s dreams and soon enough their 
mutual expectations will clash.

Rustling

Tom Furniss
New Zealand • 2022
9:24 mins • Fiction

In a family of sheep rustlers, a 15-year-old boy 
must go up against his domineering father in 
order to help his younger brother keep the baby 
lamb left orphaned by their latest slaughter.   

Company

Ilnaz Kheirkhah
Iran • 2022 • 9:57 mins
Fiction

A young boy after a tough day at school waits 
for the bus home. An old lady calls him to 
come over.

A New 
Millennium

Qi Ji • China
2022 • 19:14 mins
Fiction

A story about two women One from the North, 
one from the South. The one newly divorced and 
the other one working in the adult film industry.

Don Vs 
Lightning

Big Red Button 
(Johnny Burns 
and Pier van Tijn)
UK • 2021 • 12:46 mins • Fiction

When Don, an elderly Scottish grump, finds 
himself the victim of multiple lightning strikes 
he begins to worry that his quiet, orderly life may 
never be the same again.

Nov/Samhain 12, An Díseart, 2pm • 221   |   Nov/Samhain 13, An Díseart, 6pm • 323
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The Detection 
of Faint 
Companions

Sandro Aguilar
Portugal • 2022 • 14 mins • Experimental

Sandro Aguilar is one of the most important 
names in Portuguese cinema, not only for his own 
shorts and features as a director, but for his work 
as founder of the production company O Som e a 
Fúria. His narratives are never linear or obvious. This 
time however he goes even further.

Father

Jonathan Pease
Australia • 2022
14:44 mins • Fiction

A story of a father and daughter in the father’s 
last days of life.

The Savior

Soheila 
PourMohammadi
Iran • 2022 • 15 mins
Fiction

A story about a little kid who is traumatised 
following the tragic death of her mother. Her 
father is a fisherman. When he brings home the 
fish, he notices his daughter carrying them back 
to the sea in order to save them as they 
are dying.

A Present Light
Luz De
Presença

Diogo Costa Amarante
Portugal • 2021 • 19 mins • Fiction

On a rainy night, a sad man leaves his home to 
deliver a letter to someone who recently left him. 
At a corner, he meets a woman who warns him 
about the slippery road. This is how I met Diana. 
Suffering from heartbreak, Gonçalo falls from his 
motorbike.

Sit Down 
and Shut Up

Cian O’Connor
Ireland • 2021
13:07 mins • Fiction

1980, Ireland is in the midst of recession. Football 
royalty Real Madrid faces Limerick City FC in, the 
opening of the European Cup. This is the David 
Vs Goliath tale about the opera of football, the 
city of Limerick. A game that no one remembers 
but three men will never forget.

   SHORTS ZONE /   ZÓN NA NGEARRSCANNÁN
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To my
Next Lover

Kieran Charnock
New Zealand
2022 • 3:26 mins • Fiction

This will not end well… A poet forewarns their 
next lover of what lies ahead. Based on the 
poem, To My Next Lover, by Paula Harris.

Proxy

Kaz Ps
USA • 2022
14:08 mins • Fiction

The story of a woman who is a surrogate for a 
couple with fertility issues who decide they no 
longer want the child she is carrying for them 
when the child is found to have a genetic illness. 
It explores issues of infertility, sacrifice and  
motherhood in a unique way.

Bad Suns

Kevin Ryan
USA • 2021
25:05 mins • Fiction

Los Angeles 2028… a military escalation between 
China and the United States has had devastating 
consequences for the world. Within a desolate 
Los Angeles, during a period of Martial Law, we 
meet a lone stranger named ’Jake’. He takes on 
Lilly desperately looking for her mother, and so 
their long journey to a safe zone starts.

On My Mind

Martin Strange-Hansen
Denmark • 2021
18 mins • Fiction

Henrik wants to sing a song for his wife. It has 
to be today, it has to be now. It’s a question of 
life, death and karaoke.

Reckless

Pella Kågerman
Sweden • 2022
10:16 mins • Fiction

Stockholm is a city buried deep under sea. 
Despite recent water leaks all 20 year old Nikki 
can think about is her ex. 

     SHORTS ZONE /   ZÓN NA NGEARRSCANNÁN
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Now

Pat Collins • Ireland 
2022 • 4:08 mins
Animation

In a small Irish town, a community has come to 
mourn the passing of Tadhg. Heartbroken, his 
friend and partner, Sean greets the mourners 
as they commiserate. Tadhg’s wake brings the 
mourners who share sandwiches, tea, whiskey and 
memories. At funerals, it is always difficult to find 
the right words. Tom, struggles more than most. 

Not my Sister

Jessica Courtney Leen 
Ireland • 2021
13:57 mins • Fiction

When Chris comes home to Cork from London 
for her sister Zara’s 13th birthday, a buried family 
secret begins to find it’s way to the surface.

Saoirse

Sinead Ralston
Ireland • 2022
12:06 mins • Fiction

Working mother Yvonne struggles to maintain 
harsh beauty standards, not realising that her 
young daughter Saoirse is watching and taking 
notes. Saoirse portrays the extreme pressure felt 
by women and girls to live up to unrealistic 
imaging of the female body. 

Pádraig

Brian Benjamin Dwyer 
Ireland • 2021
4:59 mins
Fiction/Moc

A visit to an historic French Chateau brings an 
unexpected encounter.

  National Competition 1   SHORTS ZONE /   ZÓN NA NGEARRSCANNÁN  National Competition 1

Nov/Samhain 11, John Benny’s@Green Room, 6pm • 171
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Time is Ticking

Geraldine Boyle
Ireland • 2022
5:06 mins • EX

We don’t have to look far for evidence of 
climate change. A nostalgic aesthetic of 
Ireland’s flora through the eyes of Super 8 
medium can’t mask the changing seasons.

Last of the 
Season

Hannah Levingstone
Ireland • 2022
5:04 mins • Animation

Inspired by the oblivious joys of childhood, 
ignorant of time passing. This film is an 
attempt to capture the melancholy of nature 
following its cyclical course, through a woman’s 
fondly held memories. Autumn turns to winter as 
she revisits her younger self.

Nothing 
to Declare

Garret Daly • Ireland 
2021 • 29:59 mins
Doc

The charming story of two Irish boys aged 10 and 
13 on a stowaway adventure of a lifetime from 
Dublin to New York in the summer of 1985.

 National Competition 1      SHORTS ZONE /   ZÓN NA NGEARRSCANNÁN

Nov/Samhain 12, An Díseart, 6pm • 223
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A Stone Place

James Skerritt
Ireland • 2022
9:15 mins • Doc

A Stone Place, is a visual journey showcasing a 
unique rock that is quarried on the side of the 
biggest cliffs in Europe and that has created
the aesthetic of a small rural town in the west
of Ireland.

To the Sea

Jesse Gilbert
Ireland • 2022
7:50 mins • Doc

To The Sea follows two brothers as they set off 
on an adventure which captures the magic of 
childhood and the power of imagination.

For The Birds

Ciaran O’Connor
Ireland • 2022 
9:09 mins • Doc

Esther, who regularly feeds dozens of pigeons 
outside her small house, tells us about 
parenthood, sin, and past secrets. Her 
incredible story mirrors that of thousands of 
Irish women who experienced life in some of 
the country’s mother and baby homes in the 
20th century.

Sour Milk

Mark Keane
Ireland • 2022
5 mins • Fiction

Two teen boys in a kitchen at night. One boy 
wants the other to take him seriously, and does 
something extreme in order to prove himself...

Our Time

Aindreas Aingeal 
Fallon Verbruggen
Ireland • 2021
2:12 mins • Fiction/Gay

Our Time is a short documentary where the 
filmmaker reflects on his bond with his mother 
helping him express himself. 

Celebrating 
the English 
Channel

Terence White
Ireland • 2022 • 2:13 mins • Moc

A short satire about British people celebrating 
the sea barrier between them and mainland 
Europe, post Brexit. Made as part of Wexford 
Screen’s Remixing the Archive Scheme.

  National Competition 2   SHORTS ZONE /   ZÓN NA NGEARRSCANNÁN  National Competition 2

Nov/Samhain 12, John Benny’s@Green Room, 6pm • 271
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Still Up There

Joe Loftus
Ireland • 2022
4:27 mins • Animation

A mortally wounded Astronaut awakens in the 
upper atmosphere after a catastrophic event. 
He struggles to remember how he got there 
and latches himself on to the only familiar 
thing to him, his own severed arm.

Bruise

Mo O’Connell
Ireland • 2022
15:13 mins
Fiction/Dance

From the outside it looks like Heather has it all, 
the fancy house, the good looking husband, but 
then the cracks begin to show. A different look 
on a serious domestic situation. 

Sucking Diesel

Sam McGrath
Ireland • 2022
10:10 mins
Fiction/Comedy

After a bungled robbery, a petrol station owner 
must decide whether to protect her idiot 
employee or turn him over to the most 
dangerous man in ballybeg. 

Vonnie: 
Ireland’s 
Forgotten 
Fashion Icon

Renata Lima • Ireland • 2022 
17:20 mins • Doc

An intimate family portrait is woven as three 
sisters recollect the legacy of their mother Vonnie 
Reynolds, an Irish forgotten fashion icon forced to 
retire after a tragic accident.

 National Competition 2      SHORTS ZONE /   ZÓN NA NGEARRSCANNÁN

Nov/Samhain 13, An Díseart, 4pm • 322
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Act IV

Ann Upton
Ireland • 2021
3:52 mins • Animation

A domino effect of cosmic chaos.

The Radio

Laura Kavanagh
Ireland • 2022
11:03 mins • Fiction

An elderly widower depends on his radio to 
keep a foothold in his routine, when it breaks, 
his daughter, who knows how important it is 
to him, is forced to pay more attention to her 
isolated father.

The Trouble 
Generator

Gerard Walsh
Ireland • 2022
9:30 mins • Fiction

As Louise struggles to bring Grace to an 
assessment, she is forced to face the realities of 
parenting and accepting Graces individuality. 

Ruthless

Matthew McGuigan 
Northern Ireland
2020 • 13:00 mins
Fiction

In 1970’s Northern Ireland, a young boy, bereft 
of his mother, defies his father to get the Glam 
Rock album he so desperately wants.

  National Competition 3   SHORTS ZONE /   ZÓN NA NGEARRSCANNÁN  National Competition 3

Nov/Samhain 11, An Díseart, 4pm • 121
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Good to Talk

Steve Broekhuizen
Ireland • 2022
9:32 mins • Fiction

A man who feels he is near the end stumbles 
upon a counselling office with the light still on he 
takes it as a sign and sets forth trying to get help. 

Dash

Rory Fleck Byrne
Ireland • 2021
15 mins • Fiction

A small town stable hand struggles with his 
femininity amidst a rugged rural landscape. 
As his favourite mare is set to be euthanised he 
is forced to make a decision. But is it too late for 
him to find his freedom?

The Invisible 
Ones

Jesus Tiscareno
Ireland • 2022
13:25 mins • Doc

The Invisible Ones is a short documentary film 
that portrays the violence and exploitation faced 
by food delivery couriers in Dublin.

 National Competition 3      SHORTS ZONE /   ZÓN NA NGEARRSCANNÁN

Nov/Samhain 13, John Benny’s@Green Room, 6pm • 371
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Foxglove

Michael-David
McKernan • Ireland 
2021 • 14 mins • Fiction

A young woman returns to the island where she 
grew up to reconcile with her past, the memory 
of her mother, and her dying father. 



   CHILDREN’S PROGRAMME /   CLÁR NA LEANAÍ

Oink
Knor

Mascha Halberstad • Netherlands • 2022
70 mins • Animation
With English subtitles

Nov/Samhain 13, An Díseart, 2pm • 311

“This is Oink. Oink is the best birthday present I’ve ever had in my life”– “Excuse me? No way!” 

9-year-old Babs must save her little pig named Oink from her grandfather’s secret plan to take part in 
a sausage competition.

In this puppet animation realised with a great attention to detail, lifestyles and generations collide. 
A comedic romp with unexpectedly edgy potential.
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      SPECIAL SCREENINGS – JOHN SAYLES    

Amigo
John Sayles • USA/Philippines • 2010
124 mins • Fiction

Nov/Samhain 12, An Díseart, 12 noon • 211

The Secret of Roan Inish
John Sayles • USA • 1994
103 mins • Fiction

Nov/Samhain 13, An Díseart, 4pm • 312

John Sayles is the heart and soul of independent liberal filmmaking in the U.S. and he has triumphed 
once again with this small scale historical drama. Impeccably cast and masterfully written,.

The Philippine/American War has hardly been touched by Hollywood except for The Real Glory (1939), 
a flag waving whitewash of a controversial foreign incursion. Sayles is here to set the record straight and 
in this ambitious tale of a village invaded by naive American soldiers, he illuminates and entertains with 
his typically humanistic eye for people of all cultures, and the dark imperialistic inclinations of Western 
democracies.

Roan Inish is a deserted island off the coast of Donegal, where Fiona’s mother died and her baby brother 
was lost at sea. Her father has moved to the city but Fiona is sent back to live with her grandparents for 
her health. Her grandparents live on the coast opposite Roan Inish. The Connellys have a very special 
bond with the island, as Fiona starts to discover as she talks with the local townfolk, especially to a dark 
and brooding relative named Tadhg. Tadhg tells her about the selkie - a shapeshifter of Irish lore who 
is half-seal and half-human – and why Roan Inish is so important to the family. From that, Fiona must 
unravel the mystery of what happened to her baby brother.

The Secret of Roan Inish features some beautiful Irish music and of course features lush cinematography 
of the Donegal area and coast. Beautifully shot, wonderfully written and performed, and masterfully 
directed, The Secret of Roan Inish will delight everyone in the family.
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Go For Sisters
John Sayles • USA • 2013
123 mins • Fiction

Nov/Samhain 11, An Díseart, 6pm • 132

   SPECIAL SCREENINGS – JOHN SAYLES

Go for Sisters is a story of two childhood friends, who team up to solve the mysterious disappearance 
of Bernice’s troubled son Rodney, a suspect in a killing. The film’s title is explained in a throwaway bit of 
dialogue early on: as kids, the women were so close and so compatible that other people thought they 
could “go for sisters,” or be related. Their journey takes them across the border into Mexico.

Sayles is never better than when he’s delving deep into characters working together or at cross purposes, 
and pointing out how the reasons that people give for doing things are rarely the real reasons. He also 
gives you a sense that these characters existed long before the film began—that they have tangled personal 
histories that affect their decisions in the present. He also has a good journalist’s eye for cultural details.
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Eminent director John Sayles, Lone Star, Eight Men Out, The Brother From Another Planet, Matewan  
& Amigo will be presenting a workshop from 09:45am – 12:45pm on Saturday 12th November.

John will talk to actors or people interested in becoming actors. There will be a Q&A at the end of his talk.

John Sayles is an American independent film director, screenwriter, editor, actor, and novelist. He has 
twice been nominated for the Academy Award for Best Original Screenplay, for Passion Fish (1992) and 
Lone Star (1996). His film Men with Guns (1997) was nominated for the Golden Globe for Best Foreign 
Language Film. His directorial debut, Return of the Secaucus 7 (1980), has been added to the National 
Film Registry.

John Sayles 
Actors Casting Masterclass
Nov/Samhain 12, Dingle Skellig Hotel, 9.45am-11.45am • 262
Tickets €35 (Students €25)
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In the afternoon from 2pm – 5pm Film Producer Maggie Renzi, Casting Director Ros Hubbard, Talent 
Agent Lorraine Brennan, Talent Agent Josh Muldoon and Spotlight’s Claire McGinley will give the nuts 
and bolts of being in the business, particularly aimed at actors who are the centre of the industry. The 
team will present the nuts and bolts of acting and try to give you help with acting as a career, getting 
an agent, self-tapeing, coping with rejection, dealing with fan mail, staying sane.

Maggie Renzi is an American film producer and actress.

For John Sayles, Maggie Renzi has produced Lianna, The Brother from Another Planet, Matewan, City 
of Hope, Passion Fish, The Secret of Roan Inish, Lone Star, Men With Guns, Limbo, Sunshine State, 
Silver City, Honeydripper, and Amigo. In 2000, Maggie was one of the producers of Girlfight (2000), the 
award-winning first feature made by Karyn Kusama.

In addition to mastering the highly specialized craft of producing thematically ambitious films on small 
budgets, under often adverse conditions, Renzi has made key creative contributions to many of Sayles’ films.

Ros Hubbard was born in Dublin. 

She is a Casting Director for over 30 years and is known worldwide for the work she has done. She has 
over 150 credits to her name as a Casting Director. She is responsible for bringing actors like Colin Farrell, 
Jonathan Rhys Myers and Kate Winslet to our screens. Ros now lives in Dingle, Co. Kerry. 

A selection of films that Ros has casted are: The DaVinci Code (2006), Lara Croft: Tomb Raider (2001),
Evita (1996), The Commitments (1991).

 

Nuts and Bolts
Nov/Samhain 12, Dingle Skellig Hotel, 2pm-5pm 
263 • Tickets €35 (Students €25)

      MASTERS TALKS & WORKSHOPS



   MASTERS TALKS & WORKSHOPS

Although Eugene initially started off as an Online Editor he has now become 
one of Ireland’s leading colourists. He is also responsible for technological 
breakthroughs and innovations at his company Outer Limits Post Production.

Eugene has been working in the broadcast and film industry for over 20 years.   He has worked in 
London (Carlton, Molinare), Rome (Orbit) and various post houses in Dublin. His company Outer Limits 
Post Production has since worked on numerous productions for Amazon Studios, Netflix, BBC, Hulu, 
History Channel, Channel 5, and RTE to name a few.  Most recent jobs include:

- Conversations with Friends, Normal People (TV Drama - Dir. Lenny Abrahamson, Element, BBC, Hulu)
- The Quiet Girl, (Feature - Dir Colm Bairead)
- Evil Dead Rising (Feature - Dir. Lee Cronin, New Line Cinema) 
- Nocebo (Feature - Dir. Lorcan Finnegan)
- Aisha (Feature - Frank Berry, Subotica)
- Redemption (TV Drama - Metropolitan Films, ITV) 
- Joyride (Feature - Dir. Emer Reynolds, Subotica)

The Art and Science of Grading 
- a talk with Eugene McCrystal
Nov/Samhain 13, Dingle Skellig Hotel, 10am-1pm • 361
Tickets €25 (Students €20)

With the financial support of

We are proud to have Owen holding a one day Master Class at this years festival. This event is broken 
down into two parts. The morning session will be a theoretical talk guiding the audience through basic 
lighting and creating tone, camera operation, composition, visual direction and many more aspects of 
the craft. In the afternoon a practical and realistic scene will be created with the help of some actors.

Owen McPolin is from Co. Kerry, Ireland and a member of the Irish Society of Cinematographers. He 
began his career shooting drama for BBC, ITV and Channel 4 and is more recently known for his work 
on Foundation, Shadow & Bone, Vikings, Penny Dreadful and Deadly Class. Recognised for his work 
with three IFTA Nominations, HUGO Award, Royal Television Society Nomination, BAFTA Nomination, 
and BAFTA Cymru Award.

This Master Class is in cooperation with Kerry College Broadcast Production Skills Course (Brian Nolan).

Cinematography Secrets 
- a Masterclass with Owen McPolin ISC. 
Nov/Samhain 12, Dingle Skellig Hotel, 10am-1pm • 261
Tickets €25 (Students €20)

Nov/Samhain 12, Dingle Skellig Hotel, 2pm-5pm • 264
Tickets €35 (Students €25)
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      MASTERS TALKS & WORKSHOPS
With the financial support of

OL’s VFX Department was set up in 2015 to offer domestic and international 
clients a wider range of service.  It is headed by Andy Clarke.  Andy has over 20 
years of experience in animation and VFX.

After graduating from the National Film School in Dublin in 1999, Andy directed music videos for local 
and international acts. He then focused on visual effects leading him to become VFX supervisor on TV 
and feature film projects, including John Crowley’s Oscar nominated Brooklyn.  Since joining OL, Andy 
and his team have worked on Michael Inside (Dir. Frank Berry), Wildfire (Dir. Cathy Brady), Normal People 
(Dir. Lenny Abrahamson), Sacred Sites of the World (Smithsonian Channel) and The Titans that Built 
America (The History Channel).  

Andy has a thorough knowledge of every aspect of the VFX industry - allowing him to take projects from 
initial consultation & planning through to on-set attendance and right to final. Come and meet Andy 
Clarke for a lecture at the Dingle Skellig Hotel on Sunday, November 13th from 2 to 5pm.

The Art and Science of VFX
- a talk with Andy Clarke
Nov/Samhain 13, Dingle Skellig Hotel, 2pm-5pm • 362 • Tickets €25 
(Students €20)
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   VENUES   VENUES

Dingle Skellig Hotel

The Dingle Skellig Hotel was built on the site of the Coastguard Station in Dingle 
which was burned down in 1922. The hotel was newly constructed and first opened 
its doors on July 14th 1968, and was officially launched on September 25th 1968.

The Hotel was the first Gaeltacht Hotel to be built under a new policy the 
Department of the Gaeltacht introduced for the development of tourism in 
Gaeltacht areas.

An Díseart

An Díseart is the heart of the festival. Located in the centre of Dingle it provides no 
less than four screening facilities. It’s housed in the former Presentation Convent 
premises in Dingle/Daingean Uí Chúis.

An Díseart developed as a centre for research into all areas of Irish Spirituality 
and Celtic Culture including theology, language, literature, art, laws, folklore, 
values, spirituality, history, music, archaeology and customs led by the late Msgr 
Padraig Ó Fiannachta.

Beehive Studio

Beehive Studio, originally a TV studio, was converted in 2002 by Dingle’s Beehive 
Theatre Company into a black box performance venue. From this scenic location 
overlooking Dingle harbour, numerous professional and community based 
events encompassing theatre, music, dance and film, and conducted youth 
and adult training workshops covering all aspects of the performance arts, have 
been produced.

The Blasket Centre

With stunning views of the wild Atlantic coast and islands at the halfway point 
of the Slea Head Drive, the Blasket Centre is a fascinating heritage and cultural 
centre/ museum, honouring the unique community who lived on the remote 
Blasket Islands until their evacuation in 1953.

After re-opened on June 28th 2022 after a major refurbishment the centre offers 
a total transformation of the exhibitions to deliver an authentic, and imaginative 
re-telling of the story of the Blasket islands, their rich heritage and their literature 
which is of national and international significance.
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• John Loughrey, Leader
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• Aidan Gillen
• Kristina Parvatkina
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• Orla Clancy, Creative Europe Desk, Dublin
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• Jamie Flannery, Dingle Peninsula Tourism
• Claire Griffin Lydon, The Ireland Funds
• Niklas Teng, Level K
• Siobhán O’Sullivan, Screen Kerry
• Li Yue, Beijing
• Ata Mojabi
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• Tommy Finn
• All the volunteers of the festival
• Indie-Cork Film Festival
• Network Ireland Television
• Deirdre de Bhailís, Dingle Hub 
• Joan Maguire, An Díseart
• Malcolm George, Beehive Studio 
• Lorcán Ó Cinnéide, Blasket Centre
• Jim Garvey, Dingle Skellig Hotel
• John Fardy, Newstalk
• Jana Puskala, Finnish Film Foundation
• Dara Jauch, Bang Bang Teo
• Chris and Barbara, Slogadh Signs
• Lorcan and Mossy at West Kerry Live
• Amanda Stavrovska, Brand New Media Marketing
• Max Gay, Technical Advisor

      THANK YOU
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